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ABSTRACT
Human lips are prone to sun damage when exposed to UVA and/or
UVB radiation. Efficacious protection from UVA and UVB radiation
requires the use of significant quantities of sunscreen and often a
mixture of organic sunscreens to achieve protection from both UVA
and UVB radiation. UVB, which is radiation in the 290nm – 320nm
wavelength can produce severe burning of the lips which have little or
no melanin, while UVA, which is in the 320nm – 400nm wavelength
range, can cause damage to gene P53 DNA, possibly leading to cancer.
The longer UVA wavelengths allow for deeper penetration into the lip potentially causing damage
to the elastic fibers and collagen which give lips their characteristic shape resulting in wrinkling
and the appearance of premature aging. Thus protecting the lips from both UVA and UVB is
important to the maintenance of lip health and appearance.
This talk will demonstrate that a commercial lip balm product with superior UVA and UVB
protection, excellent lip feel, and very pleasant taste can be formulated and manufactured.
BIOGRAPHICAL SUMMARY
Gary Agisim has been active in the cosmetic and pharmaceutical industry for thirty-five years. He
received a Bachelor of Science in Chemistry, with honors, from Grinnell College in 1969. He was
elected Phi Beta Kappa, and served an honors-internship at Argonne National Laboratory
investigating bio-analytical method development using radionucleotides. A summer internship
was completed at The Jackson Laboratory studying tumor inhibition by heavy metals. He also
undertook graduate studies in biochemistry at Mount Sinai School of Medicine where his research
interest was enzyme kinetics.
Gary Agisim has been an active scientist at Pfizer Consumer Healthcare for the past twenty-eight
years specializing in dermatologicals, topical dosage forms, analgesics, intellectual property and
respiratory products. He has been directly responsible for nasal care products, coordination of
intellectual property activities, and product development for the leading-national-brand of anorectal products. His current title is Principal Scientist, Upper Respiratory Product Design; and he
is the author of seven patents on oral and topical analgesic innovations.
Society of Cosmetic Chemists (SCC) activities have been an important aspect of his professional
life. Honors and awards include: SCC Mid-Atlantic Chapter Services Award (1999); Wyeth
Consumer Healthcare Award for SCC Service and SCC Contribution to the Wyeth Scientific
Education Program (2005); Shaw Mudge Award for the Best Paper presented at the Annual
Scientific Seminar (2005); and Fellow of the SCC (elected 2010).

Regular Meeting Start 5:30 pm
For more information on registration see page 3.
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Elaine’s… News, Notes
and More!
Hello everyone, I hope everyone is enjoying the
blistering hot summer. We only have a few weeks
before it is time tot jump-start our fall monthly
technical meetings and programs schedule.
Please join me in saying thank you to the Midwest
Golf Outing Committee for putting together another
successful and outstanding as usual event in July! Fun was had by all! We
also want to say thank you to all participants and sponsors.

Chairperson

Earlier this summer, I attended a graduation ceremony at DePaul University
and one of the speakers, Profession Edward Osborne Wilson, used the
term Techno- Scientific Revolution” which stuck cord with me because it
put a decisive term to the time that we are living in today. This revolution
combines and connects science, technology and religion all working
together for the benefit of humanity.
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Deep summer is when laziness finds respectability.
- Sam Keen
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In our field of studies, cosmetic science, it is clear that the revolution is
progressing at a speed of light afforded by the advancements and
increased speed of communication no doubt brought about by the internet
and social media. While this time is frequently call the internet age, I dare
you to think of the times we are living in the age of a “Techno-Ethno-Bio
Revolution” meaning technological advancements taken in consideration
of ethical practices and the protection of biodiversity on a global scale for
be benefit of humankind. Wow, have you ever really thought about how
wonderful, beautiful, and magnificent the vast creations of the plant we call
home. Weather you believe in God or not, you have to stop and look
around you and say, “Wow”! “Wow” to everything around us, animal,
vegetable, mineral and yes synthetic.
As I watched the Olympic game this year, I saw clear evidence that we are
living in a techno-ethno-bio revolution. What wonderful sights we saw in
beautiful merry old English countryside, the representatives from all the
nations participating marching into the Olympic Stadium, the pyrotechnics
show during the spectacular ceremonies, which were timed so perfectly
and of course human determination and drive. We experienced direct
communication with the athletes from around the world thanks to
Facebook and Twitter, television coverage so brilliant and clear that you
thought you were actually sitting in the Olympic stadium and venues and
of course who could forget the next Bond girl herself, the “Queen of
England” parachuting in from a helicopter above.
Ok, by now you are asking yourselves, “Where is she going with this story
and how does this relate to cosmetic science”? Well, “did you happen to
notice how beautify the Olympic athletes were?” They were flawlessly
made-up with all types of beautifully groomed locks and cuts. “The thank
you goes to whom?” All you incredible talented and creative cosmetic
scientists, formulators, marketers, suppliers, and the list goes on. Did you
see the synchronized swimmers and the track and field runners with
waterproof sweat resistant makeup? Oh, and “did you check out the
coordinator designer attire worn by the beach volleyball players, swimmers,
track and field teams, etc, that the guys and girls wore?” Now that was a
feat that only serious synthetic technological advancement could have
made it possible for any athlete to feel comfortable enough to compete
wearing those uniforms.
Hope this column made you think and smile all at the same time.
See you all at the September monthly meeting!

Elaine Harris, Chair
SCCoop September 2012 • Vol XLIV • No. 6
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September 11th MWSCC Chapter Meeting
This is a Skype Meeting with 2 locations

Location(s):
Chicago, IL: Copernicus Center and Theater
5216 West Lawrence Avenue Chicago
(close to 90 and Lawrence)
Appleton, WI: Stone Cellar Brewpub Inc
1004 South Olde Oneida Street, Appleton, WI
(920) 731-3322 • stonecellarbrewpub.com

Chicago Menu
Family Style Dinner by Vince’s Italian
Antipasto tray
House Salad/Italian
Bread, Butter & Brushcetta
Steak Milanease
Rigatoni Vodka
Mixed Vegetables
Eggplant Parmigiana
Italian Cookies
A vegetarian alternative is available. Please notify
Lisa Hilson before the event at Lisa@THHilson.com
CHICAGO DIRECTIONS
Public Transportation:
The Lawrence Avenue bus #81 stops in front of the
building. CTA and PACE buses stop at the CTA
Jefferson Park bus terminal, located just two blocks
northwest of the Center. METRA (Union Pacific/
Northwest Line) and CTA Blue Line trains both stop
at “Jefferson Park.”
Driving:
Located on the Northwest side of Chicago at 5216
West Lawrence Avenue, one block east of
Milwaukee Avenue, and two blocks west of the
Kennedy Expressway (I-90), Exit 84.
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Schedule:
5:15 p.m. CST: Board Meeting
5:30 p.m. CST: Social Hour (Cash Bar)
6:30 p.m. CST: Speaker & Q&A
7:30 p.m. CST: Dinner
The Meeting is Free.
Dinner is $35 for Members, $45 for Non-Members,
$20 for Emeritus and Retired Members.
There will be a $10 no show fee.

Appleton Menu
Dinner will be an Italian Buffet
Side Salad and Garlic Bread
Bruschetta
Linguini pasta
Red Peppers
Mixed Veggies
Tomatoes
Seasoned Marinara and Alfredo Sauce
with 2 meats (chicken, shrimp)
Each guest will also receive 2 drink tickets good for a glass of
beer, wine or soda.
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Midwest SCC Chapter Elections 2013
The Midwest Chapter Society of Cosmetic Chemists needs YOU to join the ranks of Previous
Chapter Chairs and Secretaries as either the 2013 Chair-Elect or Secretary.
The chapter is looking for chemists, biologists, sales people and researchers to be a part of the
team. General Members in the Midwest area can be elected as an Executive Board member.
Both General Members and National Affiliates can be appointed as board members and be
responsible for planning next year’s events.
The chapter will be electing by paper ballot the 2013 Chair-Elect and Secretary to the Executive
Board. Those interested in running for office are encouraged to contact the current Chair, Elaine
Harris at chair@midwestscc.org Chair-Elect, Tom Lehman, at chair-elect@midwestscc.org or

Membership and Dues Renewal
We hope we are as important to you as you are to us. With the time to renew your SCC
membership is around the corner, I wanted to let you know how much we're looking forward to
having you as a member again next year. Second Notices will be sent October 1st and Final

American Chemical Society's annual Chemistry Day
Will be on Saturday, October 27 from 9:30 am- 2:30 pm. Location this year is at University of Illinois, Chicago
Campus, 845 W. Taylor Street, Chicago Illinois. The theme for this year is Nanotechnology: The Smallest BIG
Idea in Science. The Public is invited to Chemistry Day, which is a free event. Fun and Learning All Day (All
ages welcome!) Hands-on Lab Activities, Chemistry Demonstrations, Exhibits and Workshops, Poster-Making
Contest, Boy Scout Merit Badge Activities. Society of Cosmetic Chemists will have hands on activities for
participants.
We need a volunteer to be responsible for the table at this event this year. All supplies for making lotion, glitter
gel, bath salt, and giving away temporary tattoos will be provided if you are able to offer your time/talent.
Although it ends at 2:30pm, the event for the table top demonstrations is usually over about 1 pm because
they have a grand finale that students usually attend. If you wish to volunteer to handle the event or volunteer
for part of the day, please contact Chris Daraska at 312-607-6278 or email christine.daraska@croda.com.
Please visit the ACS website at http://chicagoacs.net/ for additional information or any last minute changes.
More information will be published in next newsletter.

Michigan New Chapter
Former members of the Midwest SCC Chapter based in Michigan have petitioned for creation of a
new chapter in Michigan. The Michigan Chapter members were struggling with geographic
challenges in getting to MWSCC meetings. They were able to meet the requirements needed
(number of members, etc.) to create a new chapter and at the June seminar their proposal was
accepted by the board. Area II now has seven chapters! Members are still allowed to maintain
membership in the chapter of their choice, so anyone who wants to retain membership in the
MWSCC will have that option.
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Now Accepting Applications for Midwest SCC Chapter 2012 Scholarship
The Midwest Chapter Society of Cosmetic Chemists each year offers multiple $1,000 scholarships
to undergraduate or graduate students exhibiting excellence in either coursework or research in the
fields of chemistry, biology, cosmetic, or allied sciences. Special consideration is given to students
actively pursuing careers in cosmetic science. Applicants must have a letter of recommendation
from a faculty member where the recipient is attending.
The deadline for this year's application is October 15, 2012.
The application guidelines and the application form can be found on the MWSCC website at
http://www.midwestscc.org/blog2/2012/08/2012-midwest-scc-chapter-scholarship/ .

Rheology leadership plus so much more...

329 Wyckoffs Mill Road
Hightstown, NJ 08520 USA
Main Office 609.443.2000
Your Contact Darius Derda
Tel 847.422.3625

Please contact MWSCC Scholarship Chair, Dr Eugene Frank, genef@raanicorp.com with any
questions.
Send your completed application by US Mail to:Eugene M. Frank, R.PH, Ph.D., MWSCC
Scholarship Chair, Raani Corporation, 5202 W. 70th Pl., Bedford Park, IL 60638

SCC Continuing Education
September 12-13 The Chemistry and Formulation of Color Cosmetics • Instructed by
Jane hollenberg and Edwin Faulkner
September 12-13 Cosmetic Formulations • Instructed by Mark Chandler and Arthur Georgalas
October 23
Preservatives • Instructed by David Steinberg
October 29-30
Polymers • Instructed by Robert Lochhead
October 29-30
Cosmetic Raw Materials for Skin Care Products • Instructed by Ricardo Diez
November 7
Skin Diseases and Dermatopharmacology • Instructed by Linda D. Rhein
December 5
Regulatory update • Instructed by David Steinberg
December 5
Cosmetic Raw Materials • Instructed by Mark Chandler
For more information, visit www.scconline.org.

Call for Papers
The SCCoop invites all interested parties to submit feature technical articles for publication in the
MWSCC monthly newsletter. Authors of feature articles are eligible to win a prestigious Award for
the best article published during the calendar year. Also, authors receive $50 reimbursement.
Writing an article for your peers is a very rewarding experience, both personally and professionally,
and would reserve your place in MWSCC history.
You may choose whatever topic you feel would be interesting to fellow colleagues in our industry.
We also welcome any other types of commentaries or articles that may be published in the
Employment Corner or as a Letter to the Editor.
Please send correspondence to: newsletter@midwestscc.org.

SCCoop September 2012 • Vol XLIV • No. 6
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2012 Golf Outing
Midwest SCC Golf Outing in review

Providing Customized Personal
Care Chemistry Solutions
Technical Support: 708.594.5058
Customer Service: 877.427.4255
www.hallstar.com

customerservice@hallstar.com

Although it was a hot one, we hosted another successful Midwest SCC Golf Outing on
July 17 at Carriage Green Country Club in Darien, IL. There were 87 paid golfers and 10
additional guests for dinner. The big winners were:
Longest drive Men - Ross Sprovieri

Women - Sandy Lyons

Closest to pin Men - Rocky Phelps

Women - Jane Pinda

Longest Putt (unisex men or women) - Mike Mack
Winners of the golf scramble with a score of (-8) 8 under
- Ross Sprovieri/M. Griswold/Larry Urson/Mark Polen
the foursome that came Second with a score of (-6) 6 under - Anthony Aguirre/Bob
Gott/Gabrielle Damjonavic/James Joo
Thanks to the generous contributions from our corporate sponsors everyone left with a
prize or gift card. Although no one was lucky enough, or skillful enough, to win the
$10,000 hole in one prize sponsored by Aerotek, everyone had a great time going for it!
Thank you to all that attended and put up with the heat and a special thank you to our
sponsors listed below, without them, there would be no event!
Aerotek, Ajinomoto, Avatar – Neves Global Resources, B&D Industrial Chemicals Inc.,
Bell Flavors & Fragrances, Charkit, Croda, Ele Corporation, Evonik, Fitz Chem
Corporation, GeoCopia, Glenn Corporation, Innospec, Integrity Ingredients Corporation,
Laurichem, Lipo Chemical, Lubrizol – Noveon, Rhodia, T.H. Hilson, THOR Specialties,
Univar, V.V.F.
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Midwest SCC Free Continuing Education Program (CEP)
SILICONE CHEMISTRY Instructor: Tony O’Lenick
Tuesday, October 9, 2012, 8:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
Fountain Blue Banquets, 2300 Mannheim Rd., Des Plaines, IL 60018 www.fountainblue.com
This course is intended to review silicone chemistry in a relevant manner, providing an understanding of the richness of
the chemistry and the use in personal care formulations. Structure / function relationships will be discussed for
products presented.
1. Silicone
2. Rochow Process
3. Hydrolyzate
4. Nomenclature and construction of silicone polymers
5. Silicone homopolymers (structure and properties)
6. Organo-Functional Silicones (structure and properties)
7. Formulations
About The Instructor
Tony O’Lenick is President of Siltech LLC., located in Lawrenceville, GA. Siltech LLC., is a silicone specialty company. Prior to that he held technical
and executive positions at Henkel Corporation and Mona Industries. He has been involved in the personal care market for over 30 years. Tony has
published over 25 technical articles in trade journals, written six books, and is the inventor on over 300 patents. He received a number of awards for
work in silicone chemistry including the 1996 Samuel Rosen Award given by the American Oil Chemists’ Society, the 1997 Innovative Use of Fatty
Acids Award given by the Soap and Detergents Association, and the Partnership to The Personal Care Award given by the Advanced Technology
Group. Tony has been a member of the Committee on Scientific Affairs and the Education committee of the Society of Cosmetic Chemists and is
currently National Treasurer.

Complete registration form (below) and mail fifty dollar PERSONAL CHECK made payable to MIDWEST SCC to
reserve your spot; check needs to be received by September 11, 2012 to:
Attn: Rita Massinople, Charkit Chemical Corporation, 1471 Glenside Drive, Bolingbrook, IL 60490, (630) 759-3654
NOTE. The class size is limited. The $50.00 Personal Check will be returned during the class. (This means that if you don't show up for the class you
lose both the fifty dollars & the educational opportunity.)
You must be a Midwest SCC member to register. We encourage you to join the Midwest SCC chapter by submitting the application for membership
online. Once you become a member, you can take advantage of this Free CEP course.

Participants will receive a CEP Certificate after completion of the course. See web site www.midwestscc.org for information updates.
Registration via Paypal is not available for this course.
------------------------------------------------------------------- CUT HERE ----------------------------------------------------------------------Please register me for the October 9, 2012 CEP to be held at Fountain Blue Banquets
Name:_________________________________________________

Company________________________________________

Address:_________________________________________City:____________________ ST:____
Phone: (_______)_________________________________
Email:____________________________________________________
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Zip_____________________

Cell (_______)_____________________________________
FAX________________________________________
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CHALLENGING NEWS FROM EUROPE
The Intersection of Cosmetic Regulations and REACH Chemical Legislation
Janet Winter Blaschke - International Cosmetics & Regulatory Specialists, LLC
Any chemist who has formulated a product for Europe is aware of the restrictions of ingredients that are not
common to the requirements of the U.S.
As of the 21st of October, another dimension has been added, specific to ingredients that we use in our
products. This, in practice, will augment the new EU legislation which is specific to cosmetics.

Under the EU Chemicals legislation, REACH (Registration, Evaluation, Authorisation and Restriction of
Chemicals), a list of chemicals has been “nominated” for scrutiny (the “Evaluation” part of REACH) for a
variety of negative effects, under the Draft Community Rolling Action Plan (CoRAP). This requirement is focused on the effects of these
chemicals/ingredients on human health and the environment, factoring the broad use of these chemicals. This clearly puts the products
marketed by our industry in direct sight of the regulators. Especially concerning is the analysis of our ingredients for newer parameters that
are difficult to prove or disprove such as endocrine disruption.
The list of chemicals that will be further scrutinized and ruled upon consists of 91 substances. Of those 91 ingredients, 32 have assigned
INCI names. While not all of these 32 may be commonly used, there are a number of familiar items that appear on the list. Among them:
Triclosan
Octocrylene
Silicon Dioxide
Toluene
Hydroquinone
Formaldehyde

Diethyl phthalate
Methylparaben
Triethanolamine
Resorcinol
Ethylhexylmethoxycinnamate (Octinoxate)
Titanium Dioxide

If any of these items are ultimately shown to be endocrine disruptors, they will be categorized as CMRs (Carcinogen, Mutagen and
Reproductive Toxins). Within the existing EU cosmetic legislation, CMRs are not allowed and consequently, those ingredients would be
declared illegal in cosmetics.
Each ingredient is assigned a priority date, which then begins a finite twelve month review. Specified for 2012 are Triclosan, Octocrylene,
Silicon Dioxide, Toluene and Hydroquinone. The review is required to be complete within 12 months. Formaldehyde is slated to be
reviewed in 2013, and Diethyl phthalate, Methylparaben, Triethanolamine, Resorcinol, Octinoxate and Titanium Dioxide are on the 2014
list.
Beyond the direct effects of rulings have on our industry, there is a greater effect that is already being seen. Other government agencies
who look to the European Union for policy making, typically refer to lists such as these, as the final word in ingredient safety. This includes
most Asian countries, many South and Central American countries and trade blocs such as Mercosur and ASEAN. In the recent past,
some of these governments have not waited for final regulations in the EU to assimilate issues into their legislation.
It is important that formulators do not fall prey to scuttlebutt or sound bites around specific ingredients or categories, as being ultimate
knowledge. Regulations such as REACH and the CoRAP program, further confirms formulators’ need for knowledge of ingredients and
their individual toxicological profiles, and their which continual evolution. And Europe continues to proceed on the forefront of human
health analysis and regulation for ingredients in the world market.
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What’s in a bath oil, and why? by Gary Neudahl
We’ve had a warm winter, a hot spring and a really hot and dry summer in the Midwest Chapter’s
geography. Perhaps you’ve thought of getting rid of the sweat and getting away from it all, luxuriating in
peace and quiet, taking a nice, long bath. Maybe you’ve already been there, done that. More than once. If
you’ve used a bath oil, following is what was likely in it, and why.
A classical bath oil composition consists of:
Emollients:

85 – 100%

Antimicrobial Agents:

0 – 0.5%

Dispersing Agents:

0 – 10%

“Label-Copy” Ingredients: 0 – 0.5%

Fragrance (Parfum):

0–

Antioxidants:

4%

0 – 0.05%

Water-insoluble emollients constitute the vast majority of the formulation. In the absence of a dispersing agent, these ingredients float on
the surface of the water and, upon exiting the bathtub, leave an emollient film on the skin that enhances moisture retention and softness.
Most widely utilized is petrochemically-derived Mineral Oil (Paraffinum Liquidum). Also widely used, but botanically-derived, are Prunus
Amygdalus Dulcis (Sweet Almond) Oil, Helianthus Annuus (Sunflower) Seed Oil, Glycine Soja (Soybean) Oil and Simmondsia Chinensis
(Jojoba) Seed Oil. Among the more commonly incorporated synthetic esters are Caprylic/Capric Triglyceride and Isopropyl Myristate.
Interestingly, Dicapryl (actually, Diisoctyl, as in Di-2-octyl, from castor oil) Adipate of Avon SKIN SO SOFT fame is not widely used in bath
oils.
Dispersing agents are surfactants of moderately low HLB, soluble in the emollients, that are added to cause the bath oil to “bloom;” that
is, to spontaneously form a whitish milk, when dispensed into bath water or applied to moist skin in the shower. Among the more
commonly utilized dispersants are Laureth-4, Laureth-3, Laureth-2, C12-13 Pareth-3 (100% petrochemically-derived) and Glyceryl Oleate
(100% botanically-derived).
Fragrance (parfum) is almost always added (either as a compounded product or as a combination of essential oils), and often at rather
high levels. As a result, contact allergens in fragrances are commonly present at levels that require separate listing on the ingredient label
in some geopolitical zones1. Among the most commonly listed fragrance allergens in a recent Mintel GNPD search of bath oils2 were
Linalool, [d-]Limonene, Citronellol and Geraniol.
Antimicrobial agents are not required when the potential for contamination with water is excluded. If dilution with water (e.g., towards
getting the last drop out) may occur, oil-soluble preservatives such as the parabens and, depending on the polarity of the oil phase,
phenoxyethanol and/or benzyl alcohol, may be added to supply a modicum of protection against microbial growth.
Bath oils are not exempt from the propensity to include “label copy” ingredients – components added, often at vanishingly small levels,
not because they are functional, but because they help catch the consumer’s interest and garner initial product trial. A diverse array of
botanical extracts and oils have been utilized in the quest for enhanced purchase intent.
Antioxidants take on special importance when using ingredients with unsaturation, and especially polyunsaturation, such as triglyceride
oils rich in omega-3, omega-6 and omega-9 fatty acid moieties, as part of the bath oil composition. The most commonly used
antioxidant in bath oils (same Mintel search mentioned earlier) is Tocopherol, with Tocopheryl Acetate, BHT and Ascorbyl Palmitate
rounding out the top four.
And that’s it for today. If you have additional questions about bath oils, or about bath products in general, you may contact the author at
gneudahl@hallstar.com.
1 http://ec.europa.eu/enterprise/sectors/chemicals/files/legislation/allergenic_subst_en.pdf
2 http://www.gnpd.com/sinatra/gnpd/search&search_id=QkCduln7G3/planit_ingredients/ [search term: “bath oil”, 30 July 2012]
Gary Neudahl is currently Product Application Manager, Personal Care Ingredients, for the HallStar Company and is based at the HallStar
Manufacturing and Technical Center in Bedford Park IL USA.
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John “Jack”H Rasmussen
John “Jack”H Rasmussen passed away peacefully on February 25, 2012 at 85 years of age.
In spite of a handicap, he persevered, resulting in a long and successful career selling
fragrances, first with the Albert Vearley Company, then Perry Brothers and finally Intarome.
Through the years, Jack was active primarily with the Society of Cosmetic Chemists and the
Chemical Specialties Manufacturing Association.
He and his beloved wife Viola, were happily married for 37 years.

Irina Genchanok
Irina Genchanok passed away on June 21, 2012.
She most recently worked at Sage Products in the Medical Devices industry. Irina worked as a
Formulation Chemist for Blistex, Inc from 2001 to 2007.
She will be missed.

Beloved Cosmetics & Toiletries Editor Bud Brewster Passes Away
Copied with permission from Cosmetics & Toiletries magazine
“Franklin "Bud" Brewster, former technical editor for Cosmetics & Toiletries magazine, passed away
July 29, 2012, at the age of 69. As an editor for Cosmetics & Toiletries magazine, Brewster had an
eye for cutting-edge cosmetic science; however, it was his friendly demeanor and passion for life
that will make him sorely missed by many.
In 1997, Brewster joined Allured Business Media, publisher of Cosmetics & Toiletries magazine,
where he worked until his retirement in 2009. Although he started with the company as an associate
editor, he later progressed into a seasoned technical editor, managing the peer review of technical
articles and authoring the "Bench & Beyond" column.
"Bud had an endearingly inquisitive mind, which served him very well as technical editor for
Cosmetics & Toiletries and beyond. He was a wonderful mentor and friend, and taught me to see
not just what's on a page but what's not. Everything that Cosmetics & Toiletries is today was shaped
in some way by him. He will be missed," said Rachel Grabenhofer, editor, Cosmetics & Toiletries.
In addition to the written word, music and bicycling were Brewster's other passions. A former
member of the West Suburban Choral Union, he was also an entertaining pianist and enjoyed
playing the cello.”
He will be missed by many people whose lives he touched with words and music.

We’re going
further
with
personal care

We’re
W
e’re dedicated
dedica
to
providing you with
environmen
environmentally
ffriendly
riendly and naturally
surfactants
derived sur
and special
specialties for
your personal care
products.

Personal Care Surfactants and Specialties
Contact Raffat Sultana
1.630.768.2726 • rssultana@pilotchemical.com
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"Advice to the Lab Lorn" is intended to offer advice, pertinent information or maybe
just solace, for confusing, challenging or downright murderous issues facing SCC
members in their labs. Send us your questions at lablorn@caliscc.org and we'll track
down an authority or two and get back to you in the next offering of the Lab Lorn. We
won't publish your name for all to see. Your secrets are safe with us.

One network.
A world of solutions.

John Garruto – President, Free Radical Technology – Editor

Microorganisms . . .The Name Game
+1 855 888 8648

w w w. uni v a r. c o m/ us

Cosmetic chemists spend a considerable amount of their time and resources dealing with issues
that involve microorganisms. Generally speaking, we work diligently to devise rigorous preservative
systems to control their growth and prevent contamination of the products that we develop. While
we are quite accustomed with the types of organisms that cause many of our sleepless nights, you
might not be as familiar with how these organisms actually received their particular names.
A universal system for naming and classifying living organisms was initially developed in the 18th
century by Carl Linnaeus, a Swedish botanist. Linnaeus' purpose was to bring order out of chaos
in the living world. He developed a system of classification for all known plants, animals and
minerals using Latin and Greek names and called it Systema Naturae, literally the system of nature
that has lasted to the present day. Linnaeus' name for the genus, coupled with a single Latinized
name assigned to the species, gave us our own species, Homo (man) sapiens (wise) and his faithful
companion, Canis (dog) familiaris (domesticated)...and so it goes.
So armed with this basic information let’s look at those organisms that comprise the basis of the
USP 51, the Antimicrobial Effectiveness Test with which all cosmetic chemists are familiar. The
organisms used in this test to determine whether a personal care product is properly preserved
are:
Escherichia coli – Escherichia (named after Theodor Escherich, its discoverer) and coli (of the
colon)
Pseudomonas aeruginosa – Pseudomonas (false unit or germ) and aeruginosa (copper rust, the
colonies blue-green pigment)
Staphylococcus aureus - Staphylococcus (cluster of grapes) and aureus (golden color of colonies)
Candida albicans – Candida (white robes worn by Roman Senators) and albicans (white coloration)
Aspergillus niger – Aspergillum (resembling a holy water sprinkler) and niger (black coloration)
Other microorganism names of interest:
Streptococcus viridans (chains of spheres, green in colony color),
Proteus vulgaris (first and common)
Nessieria (Albert Neisser)
Listeria (Joseph Lister)
Legionella longbeachiae (American Legion, Long Beach, California) – one of local flavor but most
infections are found in Australia
Salmonella – Don’t go there! It has nothing to do with salmon, but takes its name from the US
veterinary surgeon Daniel E Salmon who first identified the bacteria strain.

Tomorrow’s Vision...Today!
Made in the U.S.A.
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Research and Development Formulations Chemist
Autumn Harp, located in Burlington, Vermont, is a premier OTC
licensed developer and manufacturer of personal care items for
select brands and retailers. Our talented and fast-paced team
provides exceptional service and quality to our clients who range
from major global corporations to independent brands.
The Position:
Autumn Harp seeks our next talented industry seasoned
professional, with a proven track record of successful formulation
launches, to be our Research and Development Formulations
Chemist in Burlington, Vermont.
Key Responsibilities:
• Develop personal care and cosmetic products
• Interface regularly with the customer, as well as
internal departments
• Manage multiple projects
• Ability to work with anhydrous formulas and/or emulsions
We offer competitive compensation, generous benefits, and a
truly great place to work.
Please send a cover letter and resume to:
Autumn Harp, 26 Thompson Drive, Essex Junction, VT 05465
Jobs@autumnharp.com
www.autumnharp.com
Fax: (802) 857-4721
For more information see http://www.midwestscc.org/blog2/jobs/
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Employment Information
Do you have any employment opportunities in
your company?
Don’t forget to post them in the Midwest SCC Chapter’s
newsletter and website. It is easy, there is no fee, and all of our
chapter members throughout the industry can view them.
Contact chair-elect@midwestscc.org to submit your listing.

Looking for a new position?
Employment Opportunities can be found online at
http://www.midwestscc.org/blog2/jobs/

Check it out today!
Address Changes??
Throughout the year many of our members change
jobs or relocate and forget to notify the National Office.
Without notification, these members may not receive
Important mailings and eventually are made inactive. We
have created a form that is now available on the SCC
website which allows members to make changes to
their information and it is sent to the National office.
Please visit the following website to make your changes;
http://www.scconline.org or e-mail scc@scconline.org.
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